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served from the Moon during full moon, when the phase 
angle5 is close to 0o.  The reflected sunlight from the Moon 
falls on the night side of Earth, bounces back towards the 
Moon, and its observation from the Moon may be referred to 
as moonshine (Fig. 3). One can work out the amount of light 
being observed in either astronomical phenomenon as fol-
lows. The sunlight intercepted by Earth (Moon), averaging 
about 1233103 lx, bounces between Earth and Moon, and 
its intensity diminishes as per the inverse square law making 
earthshine and moonshine alike rather feeble,6 lying in be-
tween 8.5310-6 lx and 7.6310-5 lx, depending on whether the 
light has encountered oceans or mountains of ice over Earth 
in its journey. It may be added here that the moonshine and 
earthshine values can be used to estimate the current albedo 
of both the Moon and Earth.
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 Here REarth = 6.373106 m is the radius of the Earth, RMoon = 
1.743106 m is the radius of the Moon,  =3.823108 m is the 
mean distance between Earth and the Moon,  κEarth (10%-90%)  
and κMoon (12%) are albedos of Earth and Moon, respectively; 
here moonlight flux is 
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w Question 2: Casino sevens 
In casino craps games, players repeatedly roll two 
six-sided dice, giving totals from two to twelve. What 
is the probable longest streak of consecutive sevens 
in the entire history of Las Vegas? (Thanks to Phil in 
Virginia Beach for inspiring the question.)
Look for the answers online at tpt.aapt.org 
Question suggestions are always welcome! 
For more Fermi questions and answers, see Guessti-
mation 2.0: Solving Today's Problems on the Back of a 
Napkin, by Lawrence Weinstein (Princeton Univer-
sity Press, 2012).                                        DOI: 10.1119/1.5051164
w Question 1: Plastic straws
Starbucks recently announced that it will stop pro-
viding plastic straws by 2020.  How much impact do 
American plastic straws have on the environment?   
